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Abstract
Polymer nanocomposites exhibit complex rheological behaviour due to physical and also possibly
chemical interactions between individual phases. Up to now, rheology of polymer nanocomposites
has been usually described by evaluation of viscosity curve (shear thinning phenomenon), storage
modulus curve (formation of secondary plateau) or plotting information about damping behaviour
(e.g. Van Gurp-Palmen-plot, Cole-Cole plot). On the contrary to evaluation of damping behaviour,
new approach – based on evaluation of rigidity behaviour – was tested, where the values of
cot δ were calculated and called as „storage factor“, analogically to loss factor. Afterwards,
values of storage factor were integrated over specific frequency range and called as “cumulative
storage factor”. In this contribution, LDPE-ZnO-clay nanocomposites with different polyethylene
matrices and dispersion grades (physical networks) have been prepared and characterized by
both conventional as well as novel analysis approach. Next to cumulative storage factor, further
cumulative rheological parameters like cumulative complex viscosity, cumulative complex
modulus or cumulative storage modulus have been introduced.
Keywords: shear flow, oscillatory shear, polymer, clay, nanocomposites
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1. Introduction
Nanocomposites using organically modified clays have been
intensively investigated due to enhancement of processing
as well as application properties of polymer matrix. Using
nanoparticles is an interesting way for preparation of
tailored materials, possibly also with recycled polymers. The
enhancement of material properties because of nanoparticles
addition has usually been analyzed using a combination
of morphological (X-ray diffraction (XRD), transmission
electron microscopy (TEM)), mechanical (tensile testing) and
rheological (rotational rheometry) measurements. Using 2-5%
of organoclay, significant enhancement of material properties
has been reported: higher elastic modulus, tensile strength,
thermal resistivity, lower gas and liquid permeability, reduced
flammability and improved rheological properties (increased
melt strength) compared to the unfilled polymer matrix. High
reinforcement due to addition of the layered silicates results
from their large surface area (in the case of montmorillonite
700-800 m2/g) [31, 33, 38]. In the case of highly dispersed
systems, a three dimensional physical network is achieved,
formed due to interactions between silicate platelets and the
polymer chains. This phenomenon can be investigated by
analysis of the melt elasticity using rotational rheometry [1-47].
These studies are mainly based on evaluation of viscosity curve
shape (shear thinning phenomenon), storage modulus curve
at low frequencies (formation of secondary plateau), phase
homogeneity (Cole-Cole plot) or plotting information about
damping behaviour (e.g. Van Gurp-Palmen-plot, comparison
of loss factor tan δ). In order to enable simple comparison of
nanocomposites reinforcement in the shear flow, new way to
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analyze data of the shear flow has been tested [18]. The storage
modulus G´ reflects the elastic part while the loss modulus
gives information about the viscous part of the dynamic shear
flow. The relation of G´´/G´ is defined as tan δ and describes
damping behaviour of the polymer system. On the contrary, to
our knowledge, the G´/G´´ ratio (cot δ) has not been used for
rheological evaluation of nanocomposites up to now. Compared
to tan δ (loss factor), cot δ (named as storage factor, SF) reflects
melt rigidity, which can be associated with reinforcement effect
of nanostructured filler (combination of chain elasticity with
silicate layers rigidity in the polymer melt). In order to reduce
the values of storage factor to one representative magnitude for
one nanocomposite sample, G´ as well as G´´ curves have been
integrated over the measured frequency range as following:
(1)
In this way, cumulative storage factor (CSF) and some further
cumulative rheological parameters (e.g. cumulative complex
viscosity CCV, cumulative complex modulus CCM, cumulative
storage modulus CSM) were introduced [16]. It was proven that
values of CSF can be correlated with values of melt strength, i.e. the
reinforcement in polymer nanocomposites can be assessed and
compared in both, shear as well in elongational flow [18]. In this
paper, LDPE-ZnO-clay nanocomposites with different dispersion
grades (physical networks) are reported. It is shown that nanoscaled ZnO can be used not only as UV stabilizer but also as
reinforcement and dispersion agent, respectively. The obtained
data is analysed in this paper using typical rheological approaches
as well as cumulative rheological parameters like CSF or CCV.
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2. Materials
Two low-density polyethylene grades: low melt viscosity
CA9150 (MFR (190°C/2.16 kg): 15 g/10 min, Borealis Inc.,
Linz, Austria) and high melt viscosity Lupolen 2420 D (MFR
(190°C/2.16 kg): 0.25 g/10 min, LyondellBasell Industries Inc.,
Rotterdam, Netherlands) have been used for the preparation of
nanocomposites. The used nanoclay Cloisite20 (Cl20) as well
as masterbatch with nano-scaled ZnO (Nanobyk, dispersion
of 30% zinc oxide nanoparticles in low-molecular weight
polyethylene) were supplied by BYK-Chemie Ltd, Wesel,
Germany / POLYchem Ltd, Markt Allhau, Austria, respectively.

3. Experimental
Nanocomposites have been prepared using laboratory
compounder MiniLab II Haake Rheomex CTW5 (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Germany). Performance of 8 different
compositions (pure PE matrices, 5wt.% of Cl20, 5wt.% of ZnO,
2.5/2.5 wt.% of Cl20/ZnO) have been compared. Rheological
properties in the shear flow were analyzed using a Physica MCR
502 rheometer (Anton Paar Ltd., Graz, Austria) with the coneplate geometry of 25 mm diameter and measuring gap of 43 μm.

4. Results and discussion
The nanocomposites structure has been usually assessed
by analysis of viscosity curve (shear-thinning effect) in
combination with evaluation of the storage modulus curve (G´
secondary plateau). In Fig. 1.a and 1.b, magnitudes of complex
viscosity for nanocomposites based on both LDPE matrices in
dependency on angular frequency have been plotted. Addition
of nanoparticles to CA9150 resulted to significant differences
in the viscosity of mixtures. On the other hand, no substantial
differences between viscosity values of systems filled in
Lupolen (Fig. 1.b) can be seen. This is because dispersion
process of polymer nanocomposites based on layered silicates
(delamination) requires enough chain mobility so that molten
polymer chains are able to penetrate into interlayer space of
silicate. In high viscosity / high melt strength polymers, chain
mobility is rather reduced and, consequently, it is difficult to
achieve high dispersion grade. This is confirmed in Figs. 1.a,
1.b, 2.a, 2.b, where mixtures based on Lupolen showed typical
pseudoplastic behaviour (Fig. 1.b) with viscoelastic feature
(Fig. 2.b), while 2 nanocomposites based on CA9150 (5% Cl20,
2.5% Cl20/2.5% ZnO) revealed pronounced shear-thinning
behaviour (Fig. 1.a) concomitant with rubber-like behaviour
at low frequencies (Fig. 2.a), indicating high dispersion grade.
Lower viscosity values of nanocomposites with 5% ZnO and
2.5% Cl20/2.5% ZnO comparing with pure LDPE matrices
(Fig. 1a, 1b) can be explained by significantly lower viscosity
of PE matrix used for preparation of ZnO masterbatch. It was
not possible to measure MFR value of ZnO masterbatch at
190°C/2.16 kg, but the value 404 g/10 min measured by 100
°C/2,16 kg confirms a significant “dilution” effect in used LDPE
matrices. The higher admixture of ZnO masterbatch to CA9150
or Lupolen matrix results to higher “dilution” of CA9150 or
Lupolen matrix, respectively, i.e. the average molecular weight
in such polymer blends will be lowered.

Fig. 1. Complex viscosity of nanocomposites
1.ábra Nanokompozitok komplex viszkozitása

Fig. 2. Storage modulus of nanocomposites
2. ábra Nanokompozitok tárolási modulusa
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The van Gurp-Palmen (vGP) plot as a dependency of loss
angle δ on complex modulus |G*| has been usually used in
order to evaluate the topological structures of polymers. The
vGP plot is temperature invariant and can be used to check
for the time temperature superposition principle [48-52].
In Figs. 3.a and 3.b, this kind of dependency is plotted for
prepared samples. For the polymers with rather linear chain
structure, a continuous shaped curve has been published. On
the contrary, long chain branched (LCB) polymers revealed
a developed bump between the |G*| minimum and the 90°
plateau [50, 51]. As can be seen in Fig. 3.a, systems prepared
with Cl20 and Cl20/ZnO in CA9150 show topological
structure similar to mentioned LCB polymers with even
two bumps or peaks (Cl20), indicating 3D physical network
made of silicate layers and polymer chains. The pure CA9150
matrix and nanocomposite with 5% ZnO showed behaviour
associated with linear chain structure. It can be seen in Fig.
3.b that Lupolen matrix as well as nanocomposites based on
it exhibited continuous shaped curve, i.e. the physical network
formed in nanocomposites using Lupolen matrix was rather
weak and could not be characterized from vGP plot.

of differently organized structures (specific combination
of agglomerated, delaminated and exfoliated structure in
nanocomposites) depending on 3D microstructure. Samples
using Lupolen matrix (Fig. 4.b) exhibit similar damping
behaviour.

Fig. 4. Phase shift in dependency on angular frequency.
4. ábra Fáziseltolódás a körfrekvencia függvényében

Fig. 3. Van Gurp-Palmen plot of nanocomposites
3. ábra Nanokompozitok Van Gurp-Palmen diagramja

In order to provide additional information about viscoelastic
damping behaviour of the prepared samples, phase angle δ in
dependency on angular frequency has been plotted (Figs. 4.a
and 4.b). The curves for nanocomposites with CA9150 as well
as Lupolen matrix are similar to those of vGP plot. Mixtures
using CA9150 polymer matrix (Fig. 4.a) confirm formation
44

Other approach for description of viscoelastic damping
behaviour is “Cole-Cole” figure, where imaginary part of
complex viscosity is plotted over the real part. This plot
has been usually used to assess miscibility/homogeneity of
polymer blends and composites in the way that a smooth, semicircular shape can be interpreted by better compatibility and
homogeneity [53, 54]. As shown in Fig. 5.a, the CA9150 matrix
and nanocomposite with 5% ZnO showed semi-circle shapes,
reflecting high homogeneity of the system. However, for the
analysis of polymer nanocomposites performance, not only
homogeneity but also mechanical reinforcement should be
addressed. Using Cole-Cole plot, it seems that systems prepared
with Cl20 and Cl20/ZnO revealed deviation from semi-circle
shape and, therefore, are rather not homogeneous. However,
no information about reinforcement level can be obtained
from this figure. The Cole-Cole plot for nanocomposites using
Lupolen matrix showed semi-circle shapes for all samples and,
therefore, it cannot be used for analysis of differencies between
pure polymer matrix and filled systems.
Using previously introduced analysis based on “melt rigidity”
behaviour [16, 18], there is possibility to analyse reinforcement
level as result of 3D physical network between polymer
chains and filler particles and, consequently, to obtain some
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information hidden in analysis based on damping behaviour
(vGP, Cole-Cole plot) or typical evaluation of viscosity or
storage modulus curves. The cumulative storage factor plotted
over cumulative complex viscosity in Figs. 6.a and 6.b show
clearly other trend as trends obtained from figures analysed
previously in this paper.

that in high-viscosity matrix (CCV of mixture with 5% ZnO is
about 25% lower than CCV of Lupolen).

Fig. 6. Cumulative storage factor.
6. ábra Összegzett tárolási tényező

Fig. 5. Cole-Cole plot
5. ábra Cole-Cole diagram

For CA9150 matrix (Fig. 6.a) it can be seen that viscosity
value is high, but reinforcement level (comparing to
all nanocomposites) is low. Comparing to CA9150, the
nanocomposite with 5% of ZnO revealed lower value of
viscosity (due to admixture of low-viscous PE masterbatch
carrier), but higher value of reinforcement, followed by
nanocomposite with 2.5/2.5 wt.% of Cl20/ZnO and finally
followed by nanocomposite with 5wt.% of Cl20 showing
the highest reinforcement and approximately same level
of viscosity as CA9150 (as in this case, no “dilution” effect
was caused). In this way, it was possible to recognize effect
of “internal reinforcement” coming from internal friction
(change in viscosity coming from mixture of two polyethylenes
with different MFR values) – described by CCV – and “external
reinforcement” coming from 3D physical network between
polymer chains and nanofiller particles – described by CSF.
These two effects were not possible to be separated using
evaluation methods based on damping behaviour.
It is also interesting to compare the values of CCV of CA9150/
Lupolen matrices and corresponding nanocomposites filled
with 5% of ZnO. It can be clearly seen that dilution effect in
low-viscosity matrix (CCV of mixture with 5% ZnO is about
two-times lower than CCV of CA9150) is much higher than

Fig. 7. Cumulative storage factor of nanocomposites without neat matrix
7. ábra Ágyazóanyag mentes nanokompozitok összegzett tárolási tényezője
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Comparing to Fig. 6.a, coefficient of linear regression in
Fig. 7.a (without polymer matrix) is very high. It means, if
only polymer nanocomposites are compared, there is high
correlation between CSF and CCV values, giving possibility
to compare previously described “external reinforcement” not
only in cases of nanocomposites using one polymer matrix, but
also in cases of nanocomposites based on polymer blends. This
is proved in Fig. 8, where all nanocomposites using low-viscous
CA9150 as well as high-viscous Lupolen are compared in one
data set with high correlation coefficient.

Fig. 8. Cumulative storage factor of nanocomposites with both LDPE matrices
8. ábra LDPE ágyazóanyagú nanokompozitok összegzett tárolási tényezője

5. Conclusions
Polymer nanocomposite blends with different melt viscosity
polyethylenes and clay/ZnO nanoparticles were prepared
and analysed by conventional as well by new rheological
approach. Using novel approach based on melt rigidity analysis
(cumulative storage factor) the reinforcement caused by 3D
physical network between polymer chains and nanofiller
particles could be separated from that coming from internal
friction (associated with polymer melt viscosity). In this way,
new insight into structure/property relation description of
polymer nanocomposites has been introduced.
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